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More Than Ready filly out of Rose Of Sharon

The filly pictured above is by the champion sire More Than Ready out of the stakes placed mare Rose
Of Sharon by Encosta De Lago. This filly is without doubt the best valued syndication I have offered
in the past 10 years. After I did my inspections at the Magic Millions National Yearling Sale I had
Aa
just three fillies on my list. I missed the first two and didn’t expect to be able to buy this filly.
History will show that I got her and I am syndicating her for what I expected to pay for her.

She is by one of the very best shuttle stallions to have ever visited our shores out of a mare from one
of our best female lines. If this filly could win the right race she would be worth a fortune as she is by
A a stallion that has not only produced the champion mares More Joyous and Samaready but also is the
dam sire of the Group 1 winners Rebel Dane, Miracles Of Life and Alante.

Rose Of Sharon is by Encosta De Lago, the 4th highest ranked broodmare sire in Australia behind,
Zabeel, Danehill and Redoute’s Choice.
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This filly is completely free of Northern Dancer blood and is a monty to be bred back to all the sons
and grandsons of Danehill. The filly had no issues on xray. I have included more information on her
later in this newletter.

ON THE TRACK

This week we continued to have good results with Sweet Talkin Woman showing she isn’t far off
another win with a solid 3rd placing at Warwick Farm. She is a tough mare and always puts in. She
has won 6 races and $199,275 in stakes money. She comes from the immediate family of Lonhro,
Mahaya and Grosvenor and should be an attractive breeding proposition once she finishes her racing
career.

I was thrilled with the debut run of our two year old Big Brown filly Bella Venus. This filly looks
like being a stayer in time and for her to come out and be highly competitive over 1100m against the
older horses was a great pointer to her future. She is now heading to the paddock and will be prepared
for the three year old classic races in the Tasmanian Summer Carnival. Our other two year old runner
Annaman was also good on debut after coping quite a bit of interference.

Beau Jez was good on debut in Brisbane and got around the tight Doomben circuit without any issues
and Tarting Me Up stuck on pretty well after being attacked for the lead. We have a few runners
coming up with The Deestructor at Gosford today, Prime Shadow at Newcastle on Saturday and El
Mina likely to have her final run for the preparation at Morphettville on Saturday. Beau Jez and Hail
Maher are due to run on Wednesday at Eagle Farm and Gawler.

Depending on trial results and how the babies pull up after them we could well have several more two
year olds stepping out in the next month which is exciting.

COBALT CHLORIDE

The recent case in which the NSW Stewards banned high profile provincial trainer Darren Smith’s
horses from racing due to high levels of Cobalt Chloride is an interesting one. Cobalt Chloride had
been detected in trotters and it produces similar results to EPO in humans with horses being given it
producing higher than normal red blood counts.

In recent months there has been a lot of testing done not only for Cobalt Chloride but also many other
banned substances which has caused a backlog and slowed up the payment of stakes money while the
tests are cleared. In many cases several tests are conducted on the blood samples taken from horses.
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While this delay can be a bit frustrating at times the rigorous testing regime is necessary to ensure the
integrity of the industry is maintained. It will be interesting to see what transpires from the testing!!!

ACCOUNTS

Please get back to me if you paid $324 into the account on 23/04/14 so I can credit your account.

It is important you include your name or client id when paying the account through with internet
banking. It takes a lot of time to try and decipher who is paying what at times which is annoying.

YEARLING OF THE WEEK

This week I will highlight the More Than Ready filly out of the very well related Encosta De
Lago mare Rose Of Sharon. At $8,500 per 10% share she represents amazing value. !/2 shares
are only $4,250 each. John Thompson will train the filly.

More Than Ready filly out of Rose Of Sharon

Pictured above is a gorgeous running type of filly by the prolific sire of stakes winners More Than
Ready. The filly looks like a runner to me and will be paid up for the Magic Millions Seriesnd
Stakes.
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More Than Ready

More Than Ready has just about done it all as a sire. He is a member of a rare group of horses that
sire in excess of 100 stakes winners. He has sired a Derby winner, Golden Slipper winner, in excess
of 50 Group winners. He is the sire of the champion mare More Joyous, Group 1 winning mares
Samaready and Carry On Cutie. He has sired Magic Millions winners as well. One of his biggest
selling points is that he has one of the best conversion rates of winners to stakes winners in Australia.

Added to these impressive figures he is now starting to make a big name as a broodmare sire with the
Group 1 winners Miracles Of Life, Rebel Dane and Atlante being out of his daughters.

If our filly could win a decent race she would be worth a lot of money. She is the best pedigreed filly
I have purchased.
Rose Of Sharon

Rose Of Sharon comes from one of the very best families in the stud book and she was stakes placed
four times including in the Group 1 Queensland Oaks. She is by the very good broodmare sire
Encosta de Lago and a half-sister to the duel Group 1 winner Lotteria. The 2nd dam, Rose Reward is
by the champion broodmare sire Sir Tristram and was one of the best looking two year olds I have
ever inspected. The 3rd dam is by Zamazaan.

Rose Of Sharon has been well bred with the four year old and two year old half by Redoute’s Choice
and a weanling by Fasntet Rock. To help Lotteria has had the best matings as well.

The Filly

This is a good filly. She has an excellent pedigree and is a nice type. She is typical of many of the
fillies thrown by the stallion. Medium sized and as a November foal there is plenty of scope for her to
continue to develop. She has a wonderful attitude and gets around very well. She walks well and
vetted out without any issues.

The filly was grown out at one of our best farms in Baramul Stud.

Not only does she offer her owners the opportunity to race a top class filly but also she has the
potential to be a very valuable brood mare should she win a nice race.
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Syndicate Details

I am more than pleased to have secured her and she will head to John Thompson to be trained. 10
shares @ $8,500 each (1/2 shares @ $4,250 each).
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